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What’s Poppin inside the Colonial Fox?

Above: Decorative
grating added to facade

Below: Backstage concert
series

Above: Transom window touchup
Above: PSU photography class
Below: Ticket Booth Molding

Curtains Open again!

With construction still

progressing, one may assume
by simply glancing at the facade
that there isn’t much activity
inside. As a result of the ongoing
construction, the wooden
blocked entrance may lead to the
impression that our doors are
closed. The fact is, we are still
very lively.
In addition to our Backstage
Concert series, the Colonial
Fox has been host to several
other events this past fall. In
September, we hosted a Morning
Coffee for the Pittsburg Area

Chamber of Commerce with over
50 in attendance. Then in October
we really popped the cork. Our
stage welcomed the Pittsburg High
School class of 1964 for their 50th
Reunion kick-off party. Just one
week later we celebrated our very
first wedding. On October 18, the
theatre witnessed Justin Hunt and
Mary Lunday as they shared their

Right: Cornice
lighting for the
first time in 60
years

special vows. They exited up-stage
center as Mr. and Mrs. Justin Hunt.
We capped off October with a
surprise 60th Birthday Party for
Roger Buck, a long time volunteer
and supporter.
Your contributions have brought
us to this point. As we look to
the future, we envision more
weddings, more parties, and more
concerts. We also envision starting
on the next phase of construction.
Currently, our hospitality is
limited by the lack of heat and
air conditioning (HVAC). With
your continued support, we look
forward to the installation of a
new HVAC system.
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The Magic of backstage
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